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     Just like Mario, everyone knows the name of the King of the Koopas: Bowser. 
While he didn’t start off as Mario’s main nemesis, an honor belonging to Donkey 
Kong, he has become the most symbolic enemy of the plumber. Leading an army 
of turtle-like Koopas and mushroom-looking Goombas, Bowser has led many 
attacks against the Mushroom Kingdom kidnapping Princess Peach often 
enough that you might think the two of them were dating. 
 
     Much as you might expect with how huge he is, Bowser is a bruiser pure and 
simple. Slow moving, slow attacking and just generally ponderous he is incredibly 
powerful. He does about twice as much damage as most other Brawlers with his 
basic attacks and can level a foe with one or two hard hits. It takes some getting 
used to him before you can master him and use him properly. 
 

 

 

 

Game Appearances 
Super Mario Galaxy - Wii����.��..�������2007 
 
Super Paper Mario – Wii��������������2007 
 
Yoshi’s Island DS – DS��������������..2006 
 
New Super Mario Bros. – DS������������2006 
 
Super Princess Peach – DS������������..2006 
 
Paper Mario: The Thousand Year Door – GameCube�..2004  
 
Super Mario Sunshine – GameCube���������2002 
 
Paper Mario – N64����������������..2001 
 
Super Smash Bros. Melee – GameCube�������2001 
 
Super Mario 64 – N64���������������1996 
 
Super Mario RPG – SNES������������....1996 
 
Super Mario World 2: Yoshi’s Island – SNES�����1995 
 
Super Mario World – SNES������������..1991 
 
Super Mario Bros. 3 – NES������������...1990 
 
Super Mario Bos. 2 (The Lost Levels) – FAM����....1986 
 
Super Mario Bros. – NES�������������...1985 
 

 



Bowser’s Moves 
This is a comprehensive list of all the moves available to this character. They are broken up by 

the type of attack they are with the Smashes and Final Smash getting their own sections. A few 

notes before we begin: 

 

* Red Skills are range dependant – The closer you are, the more damage you do. 

* Blue Skills are range dependant – The farther away you are, the more damage you do. 

* Green Skills can be charged to do more damage. 

 
Ground Attacks Command Dmg. Description 

Claw Slash Attack button 5% Bowser swipes at the 

enemy with his claws. 

Twin Claw Combo Attack x2 10% A two hit claw slash 

combo. 

Claw Swipe Attack (while walking) 8% While moving forward 

swipe at your foe. 

Body Charge Attack (while running) 11% Rushing into an enemy, 

knock them back 

Claw Uppercut Up + Attack 12% Slash upwards and knock 

the enemy airborne. 

Leg Claw Swipes Down + Attack 25% This double claw swipe 

hurts bad if both hit. 

Ledge Attack Attack (while hanging) 8% Chase off pesky ledge 

guarders with this. 

Grapple and Headbutt Grab / Attack button 

repeatedly for attacks 

3% Grab and repeatedly 

hedbutt the enemy. 

Toss Upwards Up + Grab 10% Fling an enemy upwards 

to start an air combo. 

Ground Slam Down + Grab 12% Slam them down into the 

ground for a combo. 

Sideways Throw 

 

Left or Right + Grab 10% Fling an enemy away 

from yourself. 

 

 

Airborne Attacks Command Dmg. Description 
Shell Attack Attack 13% Spin like a turtle into 

your opponents. 

Upward Slash Up + Attack 17% Slash above you with 

your claws. 

Shell Drill Down + Attack 25% Flip over and drill your 

shell down into foes. 

Meteor Slash Toward Opponent + 

Attack 

11-13% Sends opponents flying 

away from Bowser. 

Shell Slam 

 

Away from Opponent + 

Attack 

15% Slam an enemy with your 

shell to send ‘em flying. 

 

 

 



Smash Attacks Command Dmg. Description 
Horn Smash Up + Attack together – 

Chargeable 

15-25% Headbutt an enemy with 

your horns straight up. 

Shell Assault Down + Attack together – 

Chargeable 

21-29% Assail all enemies in the 

area with your shell. 

Sideways Headbutt Left or Right + Attack 

together – Chargeable 

21-46% Hit the enemy with your 

horns for great damage. 

 

 
 

Special Attacks Command Dmg. Description 
Fire Breath Special Button 1-29% A stream of flames from 

his mouth burns all foes. 

Whirling Fortress Up + Special 35% Useful for horizontal 

recovery & pure damage. 

Bowser Bomb Down + Special 20% Leap into the air before 

slamming down on foes. 

Flying Slam Left or Right + Special 18% Grab your foe and 

bodyslam them hard. 

 

 
 

Final Smash Damage Description 
Giga-Bowser 0% Transforming into a giant monster he does near 

double damage and takes almost nothing. 

 

           



Combat Strategies 
Bowser is exactly as he appears, strong and with a great amount of endurance. Not only that but 

he is fairly hard to knock around even when his damage percent gets high. That doesn’t mean that 

the big guy is invincible so play carefully. Since he’s so big he will likely end up as the target of 

other human opponents rather quickly, learn to compensate for this. 

 

 - Bowser being immensely slow is just something you will have to get used to if you are using 

him. On the ground he is hopelessly slow, even when running, but he has fairly good air 

movement thanks to his Whirling Fortress. Not only does this let him move fairly good 

horizontally but it does good damage to anyone who touches it. Use this to your advantage. 

 

 - Let’s take a good long look what abilities Bowser possesses. If you notice almost all of his 

attacks have some serious ability to hurt your foes. Notable are the Leg Claw Swipes, Upward 

Slash, Shell Drill, all of his Smash attacks, his Fire Breath and his Whirling Fortress. Using any 

of these moves at the right time can seriously cut down on a foes health, in some cases by near 

50% if used in a combo. 

 

 - His Fire Breath attack bears noting. While you hold down the button you get a good 5 seconds 

worth of burning damage. This gout of flame can hit all enemies in its path and rack up the 

damage pretty quickly as well. Once you’ve caught people hold it up until the flames begin to get 

weaker and then stop and try using a weak smash, the Sideways Headbutt works, to knock foes 

away. This can do about 40% damage really quickly. 

 

 - When you have used his fire breath you will need to give it time to rest between uses. It roughly 

requires the same amount of time you used it over again. So if you used it for two seconds it takes 

two seconds of you not using it for it to recharge to full effectiveness. 

 

 - Once you finally knock a foe off of the stage Bowser can ledge guard with the best of them. If 

they try coming back onto the stage high in the air leap up and use the Whirling Fortress attack to 

knock ‘em right back off the level. If they try coming low that is when you can use his Fire 

Breath, sustained, to knock them right off the level. If that isn’t working simply leap up and use 

his Meteor Slash to send an enemy flying away. 

 

 - Bowser has a problem dealing with people like Link and Samus, folks who can float their way 

back to the platforms and then use attacks to tether to a platform and reel in. Even Olimar can do 

this. However there is a simple way to handle this, walk off the side of the ledge. Just walk off 

and grab the ledge that they will try to cling to. With you in the way they cannot take hold of it, 

leaving them to plummet to their doom. Even if they hit you with an attack a double jump and 

Whirling Fortress will save you from your demise whereas they will drop like a rock. 

 

 - One of things that is noticeable about Bowser is he doesn’t take upwards smashes too well. 

While he doesn’t go sideways very easily he seems to go upward remarkably well for a giant 

lizard with a spiked shell. It’s odd but there isn’t much to be done about it. Do your best to avoid 

getting air juggled or you may find yourself knocked off the top of the stage with little preamble. 
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